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Project/Program Information 

1.  Specifically, what did you ask the Foundation to fund? 

a. Ground penetrating radar services by GeoModel at 3 cemeteries in Miami County: 

Tilden, Pleasant Hill and Moyer. 

2.  Please describe the achievement of your goals and objectives during this time frame. 

a. The project worked brilliantly!  Matt Turner from GeoModel first used the GPR 

equipment to survey Tilden Cemetery.  Tilden has 19 known burials but only 15 burial 

markers/stones are still there.  That means there are 4 other burials somewhere, we 

have the names, but not their locations.  The GPR found all 4 unmarked burial locations 

and one of these likely has a buried headstone too.  We will excavate in the spring and 

try to find stones that indicate who is buried at these locations.  Where we can’t, we will 

place generic burial markers with the names of the people we know are buried there, 

but just can’t figure out who is where. 

b. Next, we moved to Pleasant Hill Cemetery.  Only 7 partial burial markers/headstones 

were still above ground however there is historical documentation of 30 named 

individuals buried there.  In addition, there is a 1929 text indicating over 50 burials 

should be there.  But finding them would be onerous as the site was well grown over 

with trees and ground cover.  After the Cemetery Board volunteers cleared the site, 

Matt started the GPR survey.  Burial after burial were detected...so many that we had to 

keep clearing deeper into the overgrowth to make the site larger.  When all said and 

done, 54 burials were located by GPR, far exceeding the 7 markers that still exist but 

matching the 1929 text.  Probing for buried grave markers will begin in earnest next 

spring and all known individuals, whose markers we can’t find, will be listed on a new 

permanent marker. 

c. Moyer Cemetery was our last one to survey. There are 123 documented/named burials 

and 7 unnamed burial locations. Unnamed means there is a portion of a marker but not 

enough written on the marker to determine the individual. The GPR confirmed all the 



   

 

   

 

known burial locations and found 7 more unmarked burial locations.  We will do the 

same probing for markers and erect a marker for known individuals here as at the other 

2 cemeteries. 

3. What were the overall strengths and/or weaknesses of the project/program?  What did you 

learn in implementing the project/program?  How might this affect future projects? 

a. Strengths: the GPR approach definitely met our expectations and Matt from GeoModel 

also trained us on the use of the GPR equipment.  The 3 cemeteries we chose were all 

slightly different in terms of how many burials are documented and the restoration 

status and we determined GPR fit for purpose in all cases.  Additional strength was the 

number of volunteers present the entire (very cold) day to work alongside Matt and 

share together the excitement of finding the missing burials and updating the cemetery 

records and maps. 

b. Weaknesses: fundraising.  We submitted an application to the Dukes Healthcare 

Foundation however they turned us down.  We spent over a year gathering the 

remaining funds from Miami Cass Operation Round-Up, Miami County funeral homes 

and a private donor.   

c. What did we learn?  Execute the surveys during warmer months and have more 

volunteers on hand to do the probing/excavation for buried markers at the time of the 

GPR survey would be better.  Also, understand all potential sources of funding before 

submitting our first grant application so we can secure funds faster and not let a project 

linger over an entire calendar year.  Finally, we learned how easy it is to operate the 

GPR equipment. 

d. How might this affect future projects?  This project was essentially proof of concept of 

the GPR approach.  Having proven GPR can find unmarked burials, unused parts of 

existing cemeteries, and learning how to use the equipment, moving on to purchase 

GPR equipment for the Cemetery Board is viable.  Not only viable in terms of restoring 

more cemeteries, but viable in terms of selling un-used plots in our older cemeteries 

and generating income for the county. 

4. Describe those served by the project, specifically referring to geographic residents or location, 

age, and other descriptors:   

a. Miami County Cemetery Sextons:  Many of our county-maintained cemeteries appear 

have space that could be used for new burials however we must first confirm there is no 

undocumented burial there prior to making the space available.   

b. Miami County Current and Former Residents: As most of the cemeteries were started by 

early settlers, today’s decendents could have the option of interment alongside their 

pioneer ancestors.   Other beneficiaries of restored cemeteries are family members of 

the interred who come to visit and residents who enjoy exploring the history of Miami 

County by visiting old cemeteries. 

5. How did this project benefit the community at-large? 

a. By updating the maps of each cemetery, identifying and marking missing burial locations 

and adding missing names to new markers we update the historical documentation for 

our county residents. 

  



   

 

   

 

Financial Information 

1. Did you successfully raise the necessary funds to implement the project as planned?  Please 

explain. 

a. We did secure the needed funds, but not from our initial planned donors in the planned 

amounts.  We had budgeted for a grant from the Dukes Healthcare foundation however 

they determined our organization did not align with their grant requirements.  We 

received $1500 from Miami Cass Operation Round-Up, however this did not match our 

request to Dukes.  We next went to the area funeral homes, and they generously 

supported us.  We received $460 from McClain Funeral Home, $450 from Riverview, 

$465 from Flowers-Leedy.  $921.19 was spent from our annual operating budget and a 

private donor provided the remaining $1103.81 to get to the GeoModel invoice of 

$8750. 

2. If the project/program is to be continued, what financial resources will be available? 

a. We would like to move to phase 2 and purchase our own Ground Penetrating Radar 

equipment to survey the remaining 117 cemeteries the Board is responsible for 

maintaining.  The estimated cost for equipment and consumables is $24,000.  Our 

financial resources will be the same donor pool, with one addition.  We will ask the 

County to increase our annual budget from $2,000 to $12,000 and use the $10,000 to 

kick-start the funding process. 

3. Briefly describe the specific use of the Foundation grant funds (expenditures, purpose). 

a. The Foundation grant was used in its entirety to pay for GeoModel’s Ground Penetrating 

Radar services. 

 

  



   

 

   

 

Peru Tribune Article was published the week we executed the surveys.   

Search of Tilden Cemetery reveals 

new mysteries 

• By EVAN MATHEWS emathews@perutribune.com 

• Dec 1, 2022 

Volunteers with the Miami County Cemetery Board discovered five likely unmarked burial sites 

at Tilden Cemetery on Thursday. One was found to contain a marker that could identify the 

deceased. 

Tilden Cemetery, about 10 miles north of Peru near Macy, contains 19 documented burials. Of 

these, 14 have markers revealing the names and dates of the deceased. Deborah Borse with the 

cemetery board explained the confusion to the Tribune. 

“We have documentation that five more people were buried there, but we didn’t know where,” 

she said. 

The board teamed up with GeoModel to use ground penetrating radar (GPR) to detect possible 

burial sites in the Tilden, Pleasant Hill and Moyer cemeteries. Many markers, tablets and 

monuments located there are severely deteriorated or have been damaged or removed from 

the sites. GPR can analyze the contents of the soil up to ten feet underground to find 

subterranean markers and burials. 

Matt Turner of GeoModel operated the GPR, taking deep scans of the soil as he pushed the 

machine across the grounds. The radar detects disturbances in the soil and can determine if 

there is a casket or a gravestone buried below. By noon on Thursday, he had already found four 

burial sites. Then came a surprise. 

“There’s another one!” he shouted. “And a stone.” 

Cemetery Board Chairman Chris Brooks, along with board members Brad Hileman, Ann Balaban 

and Deborah Borse, let out a cheer. 

https://www.perutribune.com/users/profile/EvanMathews


   

 

   

 

The GPR had detected the fifth unmarked burial site, and this one had a marker. If not too 

damaged or eroded, this stone will likely reveal the identity of the deceased. The next step is to 

excavate the site to reveal the marker and examine it to determine who is buried there. 

The team moved on to Pleasant Hill Cemetery, which contains 30 documented burials. Only 

seven or eight of them still have markers standing. Unexpectedly, the GPR scans revealed 54 

new burial sites in the soil. 

“We’ve got a lot of work to do there,” Borse said. 

Volunteer Steve Angle acts as a genealogical historian for the board. These newly uncovered 

sites were a somber reminder for him. 

“There are a lot of people unaccounted for,” he said. 

Moyer Cemetery contains 130 known burials. Seven of these have a marker in place, but the 

name of the person is unknown. GPR scans confirmed the 130 known burials and revealed 

seven more likely burial locations. 

“We knew there were more people there, but we didn’t know where. Now we have seven more 

places to investigate,” Borse explained. 

The cemetery board will begin excavation at the three cemeteries next spring. They will restore 

existing markers they find. If burial sites are missing markers, new or replacement ones will be 

erected. 

The GPR surveys were funded by donations from the Communities Foundation, Miami-Cass 

REMC, Flowers-Leedy, and the Riverview and McClain funeral homes. The Cemetery Board has 

an annual budget of $2,000 and relies on volunteer labor. Fundraising efforts will begin next 

year to cover further GPR surveys at the over 100 cemeteries in the county. 

Borse says the work is being done to preserve and recognize the history of the people in the 

region. Those with remaining markers are still remembered and visited by relatives today. 

Jacob Rhodes is the oldest-born in Tilden Cemetery, living from 1801 to 1843. There are several 

infants in the cemetery, exposing the high infant mortality rate in the 1800s. The oldest burial 

plot belongs to the youngest, Mary Deeds, who was born Sept. 28, 1840, and died Jan. 30, 

1841. 



   

 

   

 

Board Member Ann Balaban, 73, spoke of the need to document and restore these old 

cemeteries. 

“I hate seeing these old places forgotten,” she said. “I’d hate to be long forgotten.” 

 

Jacob Rhodes, who lived from 1801-1843, is the oldest-born person interred in Tilden Cemetery. 

• Photos by Evan Mathews / emathews@perutribune.com 

mailto:emathews@perutribune.com


   

 

   

 

 

John Tilden and his wife Elizabeth are buried near the largest headstone in the Tilden Cemetery. 

 

Members of the Miami County Cemetery Board and Matt Turner with GeoModel pose for a photo while working at the 

Tilden Cemetery to rediscover burial sites. From left to right: Deborah Borse, Chris Brooks, Ann Balaban, Matt Turner, 

Brad Hildeman, Steve Angle. 

• Photos by Evan Mathews / emathews@perutribune.com 

mailto:emathews@perutribune.com


   

 

   

 

 

With Brad Hildeman and Chris Brooks, Deborah Borse looks to see where new burial sites may be located. 

 

Thank you from the Cemetery Board and Volunteers.  This was a great project and you all 

made it possible! 
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